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“How to Attract Love into Your Life” 

A 10-Day Course on Insight Timer 

by Christina Sian McMahon 

 

SACRED WORK TO COMPLETE AFTER EACH SESSION: 

Note: All of the recommended guided meditations can be found on Insight 

Timer by going to the “meditations” tab and searching for them by title, or 

by my full name.  

 

Session1: Setting a Strong Intention  

1. Turn your home into a “Love Nest” by placing pairs of things around your house 

(two candles side by side, matching coffee mugs on your counter, two 

toothbrushes in a stand, two bedside stands on either side of the bed). You can 

also put pictures on your wall that represent love to you – happy couples, two 

trees intertwined, etc.  

2. Work with my guided meditation “Tuning into Love” more than once, until 

you’ve integrated the message.  

3. Develop a mantra about love and put it on your bedroom or bathroom mirror 

(such as “love is for everyone, love is forever, love is for me.” Create one that 

feels organic to you and repeat it to yourself often).  

4. Practice self-love throughout your day by savoring every loving thought you have 

about yourself for at least 20 seconds.  

5. Share your intention to attract a great love into your life with at least one trusted 

person. And say it to yourself often! 
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Session 2: Identifying Your Stories, Patterns, and Payoffs 

1. Identify your old/false story with love (some examples: “I’m not enough”, “I’m 

not good enough,” “I’m too much,” “I’m too different,” “I’m too difficult,” “I’m 

invisible,” “I’m never chosen,” “I’m always left behind,” “I’m second-best,” “I’m 

left out of love”).  

2. Then spend some time journaling about it: Can you trace that story back to an 

early memory, situation, or relationship? How has that story manifested as a 

pattern or patterns in your relationship history? What are the subconscious 

payoffs you’ve been getting from repeating that pattern? (the four core payoffs 

are: love and connection; identity; safety; and variety). 

3. Start listening to my guided meditation “Waterfall of Worthiness” regularly, 

whenever you need a worthiness boost.  

 

Session 3: Boosting Your Self-Worth 

1. Spend some time healing your old stories about love by doing the emotional 

integration practice for self-compassion. To do this, you can work with my guided 

meditation “Attract in Sacred Love, Part I: Clearing Out,” over and over again 

until you’ve cleared out the emotional energy that comes up for you.  

2. Start a “worthiness journal.” Write down every nice thing you can remember 

anyone saying about you (recently, or any time in your life).  Add to this list any 

positive thought you have about yourself. Continue to add to your list throughout 

this course. Whenever you need a pick-me-up, revisit your worthiness journal.  

 

Session 4: Getting Clear 

1. Write out your 5 core values, along with a short description of them. These 

should be values you practice in your own life, and that you know you want in a 

partner. It’s okay to start with adjectives, but then dig deeper. For example, if 

“financially stable” or “family-oriented” are what you want, what do those terms 

really mean to you? (Ex: “financially stable” could have a broader meaning for 

you about security. Maybe you really mean that are committed to building a 

life that is safe and secure, and you would want that in a partner as well). 

2. Make your longer “Sacred Partner Wish List.” This is where you brainstorm 

about everything you want in a partnership – down to the smallest details. 

(Just remember that you may ultimately have to surrender on some of the 

details when you meet your scared partner, but that will be in your highest good. 

Golden Rule: Commit to your core values, but surrender on the details!) 

www.christinamcmahon.org
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Guidelines for making your “Sacred Partner Wish List.” 

- Include somewhere on your list “attractive to ME” 

- If you are looking for monogamy, include “available and commitment-ready” 

- Include on your list “emotionally safe.” This is a hallmark of a sacred partner. 

- Include any qualities you loved about your past partners 

- Then include things you wished for in the past but have not gotten yet 

- Put everything in the positive. This is a wish list of what you do want in a 

partner – not when you don’t want. (Ex: “Someone who is perfectly healthy 

and happy around cats,” instead of “someone who isn’t allergic to cats”) 

3. Work with my guided meditation on Insight Timer: “Attract in Sacred Love, Part 

Two: Getting Clear.” That one involves visualizing and feeling into your future 

sacred partnership. 

       

Session 5: Manifestation & Surrender 

1. Start a daily visualization practice to help you manifest love. The length is up to 

you (5-10 minutes of visualizing every day is great). The most important thing is 

to get into the felt sense of your future love relationship: see it, feel it, sense it. 

2. Make a “Sacred Love” playlist, which should include all of your favorite love 

songs that bring you into the feeling of being in love. Listen to it often - music is 

the ultimate vibration raiser!   

 

Session 6: Becoming Inspired 

1. Repeat the intuitional exercise from this session a few times. It will help you to 

identify potential avenues to open up for love to find you.  

 

Guidelines for the intuitional exercise:  

- Close your eyes and settle into your body.  

- Now call to mind the 5 core values you have identified as belonging to your 

sacred partner.  

- Bring a vision of this partnership into your mind: see it, feel it, sense it.  

- Let that vision fade away now, and ask your intuition to show you some 

images of venues where such a person might be found. This could be online 

venues: dating websites or apps. Or they could be off-line: meet up groups, 

local hangouts, upcoming events. 

- No need to force this: just allow your heart to introduce the images to you, 

even if they don’t completely make sense to you right now. 

- Now take one more deep breath in, and come back to the room.  

www.christinamcmahon.org
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- Make a list of venues (both online and offline) that seem promising for you to 

connect with kindred spirits. In the next few sessions, you’ll get guidance for 

taking action using these venues. 

2. If a dating website or app is one of your venues, then create (or re-do) your 

profile on that app, using the guidance you got in the session.  

- Before you start your profile, use your favorite tools for putting yourself in a 

high vibration for love: mantras, visualization, your sacred love playlist, etc. 

That energy will come through in your profile, and will help attract your 

sacred partner to you. 

- Write a profile targeted to your sacred partner. With your list of 5 core values 

in front of you, when you are asked to describe who you’re looking to meet, 

imagine that you are writing that paragraph straight to your sacred partner. 

- When you’re asked to describe yourself, have your worthiness journal in front 

of you. That will help you describe who you really are, at the soul level. You 

can also ask friends to send you a sentence or two about your best qualities. 

- Say exactly what you want in a relationship. Don’t try to “cast a wide net” 

because you don’t want to scare anyone away. Be true to yourself and your 

vision, and you will get better matches and have a better experience online. 

- Take a new picture for your main profile photo (maybe ask a friend to take it 

for you). Before you take it, spend time getting in a high vibration for love. 

And when you’re taking the picture, make sure you are thinking about your 

sacred partner and your life together. That will shine through in the photo. 

 

Session 7: Getting Brave 

1. Whether you are meeting people online or off, allow yourself to get to know 

multiple like-minded people at the same time. You can even build this into your 

daily visualization: picture yourself connecting with several kindred spirits, all of 

them wonderful, attractive to you, and into you. And picture it being a lot of fun! 

End your visualization by seeing yourself forming a special connection with one 

of those kindred spirits, and happily discovering that they’re your sacred partner.  

2. Connect with at least one person (online or off) that you find interesting and 

attractive. 

- If you are doing this in person, try smiling, holding eye contact, and asking a 

low-stake question. 

- If you’re doing online dating, try a keyword search to help you identify people 

with your core values, and reach out to one of the matches who comes up. 

- Or if you’re on a dating app where you “swipe” to indicate interest, swipe “yes” 

to several people whose energy captures your interest. Once you match with 

someone, reach out and connect. 

www.christinamcmahon.org
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- If you’re using a non-dating app with a social component (like Facebook, 

Instagram, or a meditation app), reach out by asking a low-stake question. 

- Whichever step you take, do it without expectation – just to prove to yourself 

that you can take bold action towards love, and then let go of the outcome. 

 

Session 8: Staying Aligned with Your Vision 

1. Work with my guided meditation, “Opening the Door to Sacred Love.” This will 

help you connect to your sacred partner across time and space. That way, you can 

become familiar with how they feel to you on a spiritual level, which prepares you 

to identify their vibration when you meet them in person.  

2. Connect with at least two more kindred spirits, online or off. If you have a first 

date or encounter set up with one of them, try following the guidance you got in 

this session.  

- Put yourself in a high vibration before the date. Do whatever works for you: 

Listen to a love song that lights you up, repeat your love mantra to yourself, 

visualize what it will feel like to be with your sacred partner, etc.  

- When you’re with the person, feel into the energy of your connection. Does it 

feel like a vibrational match to what you have been visualizing? 

- Stay in the moment and try not to make any decisions about this person 

during the date. 

- After the date, simply ask yourself: “Do I want to see this person again?” (Not 

“Is this person my sacred partner?” It’s too early. Just focus on the next date! 

If you continue to date them, you may want to listen to Session 8 again on 

how to determine if you are a full “yes” or “no” to them) 

 

Session 9: Keeping the Faith 

1. Start an “evidence journal” that sacred love is on its way to you. Write down ANY 

evidence that love is coming your way. These could be spiritual signs you’ve had: 

a prophetic dream about your sacred partner, or maybe you drew some oracle 

cards that were pointing towards love, or you’ve seen signs in nature. Or it could 

simply be that you’re feeling more confident about love and dating, or people are 

saying that you are “glowing” or looking radiant. That means they’re noticing 

your self-transformation. Ultimately, your love life is going to reflect your inner 

transformation. It’s going to keep getting better and better. 

2. If disappointment arises, be mindful of the meaning you are making from it. Do 

the emotional integration/self-compassion practice you learned in Session 3 to 

clear it out, then get back to a high vibration about love and inspired action.  

www.christinamcmahon.org
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3. Do some journaling or reflecting about past disappointments with love. In 

hindsight, what did you learn from them? How do they help to get you where you 

are now with love and dating? 

4. Work with my guided meditation called “Heart Fire,” which is about fully 

opening your heart to love. 

 

Session 10: Conscious Communication 

Since this is the final session, I don’t really “assign” sacred work to do afterwards. But 

here are some suggestions for how to practice the material. 

1. Try holding an NVC (Non-Violent Communication) conversation with anyone in 

your life you’ve been having conflict with. This will help you practice for when 

you’re in sacred partnership. Follow these steps: 

- Begin by asking them how they’re feeling and demonstrating empathy. 

- Follow the NVC template of “fact + feeling + unmet need.” Example: “When 

you said (XYZ), I felt (XYZ). I was needing more (XYZ) from you.” 

- Check to make sure they understand you, perhaps by asking them to repeat 

back what you said.  

- Then make a request: “The next time you (XYZ), would you be willing to 

(XYZ)?” 

2. Start to notice when you might need to take a break from action steps towards 

love and simply rest with the seed of your intention for love (perhaps through 

meditation or visualization). You can always revisit the “Tuning Into Love” 

meditation to bring you back to your intention.  
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